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Goals
Collaborative argumentation - the building of evidence-based, reasoned knowledge and solutions
through dialogue - is essential to individual learning as well as group problem-solving in STEM
and other disciplines and a defining characteristic of 21st century workplaces. The goal of our
project was to leverage Natural Language Processing (NLP) approaches to study collaborative
argumentation in student-centered, text-based classroom discussions in English language Arts.
Activities and Accomplishments
Generate research-based coding scheme for important features of student talk. We proposed a new
annotation scheme for student talk during ELA “text-based” discussions - that is, discussions that
center on a text or piece of literature. The annotation scheme was developed to capture four
features of classroom talk theorized in the literature as important to discussion quality and learning
opportunities: 1) argumentation (the process of systematically reasoning in support of an idea;
coded as claims, evidence, reasoning), 2) specificity (the quality of belonging or relating uniquely
to a particular subject; coded as low, medium, high), 3) knowledge domain (area of expertise
represented in the content of the talk, coded as textual or experiential), and 4) collaboration (how
students build on other students’ ideas, using a coding scheme that synthesized findings in both the
classroom discourse and computer-supported collaborative learning literature).
Manually code secondary data and analyze inter-rater reliability. We demonstrated the reliability
of our coding scheme via an annotation study of a secondary dataset of discussion excerpts that we
created from 13 peer-reviewed articles and dissertations. The dataset contained 70 discussions of
32 different literary texts, where the discussions involved 19 teachers and their students in diverse
U.S. schools. All discussion excerpts were double-coded by trained graduate and undergraduate
students. Our results demonstrated the reliability of our coding scheme, with Kappas ranging from
.65-.8 across the four features of coded student talk. In addition, our results provided a snapshot of
high school ELA discussions: argumentation involved many claims but fewer descriptions of
supporting evidence and explanations; specificity of the argumentation was rarely high, and
collaboration involved building on each other’s ideas but had few challenges or synthesis.
Analyze relationship between coded features of student talk and discussion quality. We had experts
rate the overall quality of discussions in order to identify the elements of our coding scheme that
best predicted discussion quality. 41 discussion excerpts from our dataset were rated for quality by
2 English Education faculty with expertise in classroom discourse, yielding Quadratic Weighted
Kappa > .6. Using these quality ratings as dependent variables, we then performed stepwise
regression with independent variables created from our coded features of student talk. The most
predictive features of discussion quality were lower ratio of teacher to student talk, frequency of
challenges/rebuttals, high specificity, and focus on text domain. Our results demonstrated that all
four of our student talk features had significant relationship with discussion quality, yielding
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validity evidence for our coding scheme.
Develop NLP methods to automate the coding the features of student talk. When predicting
specificity, we showed that an existing general-purpose system achieved significantly better
performance when its predictive features were used for retraining on educational data. We also
showed that performance could be further improved by using additional features from the NLP
literature, especially when combined with new neural network machine learning methods and new
features tailored to text-based classroom discussion. When predicting argument moves, we showed
that an existing system developed for another educationally-oriented domain performed poorly on
our dataset. We then showed that feature sets from prior work on argument mining for student
essays and online dialogues could be used to improve performance considerably. We also again
explored the use of neural network machine learning approaches, and found that while these
models were not always able to outperform traditional models (given our small dataset), we were
able to gain some insights on the utility of different neural approaches. We also developed models
for predicting knowledge domain, which had not previously been studied in NLP.
Contributions. With respect to literacy research, our work is a step towards enabling the exploration
of hypotheses concerning discussion quality over large datasets, spanning multiple classes and
including a large number of students, which would otherwise require a prohibitive amount of work
for manually annotating data. In addition, we provided empirical support for existing theories
regarding important features of student talk. With respect to NLP, our work showed that by
tailoring our predictive models for automatically coding argumentation and specificity to dialogue
in an educational context, we could outperform the state of the art.
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